CAGAYAN STATE UNIVERSITY
College of Medicine- Carig Campus, Tuguegarao City, Cagayan

The Cagayan State University, locally known as CSU, is the second largest state institution of
higher learning in the Cagayan Valley Region, in terms of enrollment and number of curricular
program offering.

History:
The College was founded in 1993 and it is strategically located at its main campus in Tuguegarao
City. The CSU College of Medicine envisions itself as a center of excellence in the region and in the
country by providing the highest medical education to the health needs of the people. The first
batch of students registered 100% in the licensure examination in 1999, thus, corresponding to its
ardent vision of attaining quality medical education.

Infrastructure and Departments:
The College of Medicine Complex provides spacious air
conditioned lecture rooms for medical sciences and
laboratories. There are around 10,400 college students
in the university. Approximately 600 are graduate
students while the rest are undergraduates.The campus
hosts huge air conditioned lecture rooms for medical
sciences. Additionally, overhead projectors and LCDs are
available for Seminars and lecture workshops for
productive learning.
Security service which is maintained by efficient security
force to ensure safety of students and the academic
community. The University also provides free medical and
dental check up facilities. Minor ailments are also treated
at the medical and dental clinic.
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Library:
The college of medicine is equipped with the latest facilities, alongside an extensively
maintained medicine library which houses ample stocks of the latest books and publications in the
field of medical science.

Climate:
Cagayan has a tropical climate together with the rest of the Philippines. The average
temperature whole year round is 28 C (82 F).

Fee Description
in Peso

in INR

Foreign Student Registration Fee

40,850

57190

16 month Pre-Medicine (BS) Program

98,040

137256

MD - First Year Fee

84,069

117696.6

MD - Second Year Fee

84,069

117696.6

MD - Third Year Fee

84,069

117696.6

MD - Fourth Year Fee

84,069

117696.6

Health Insurance for the above period

30,000

42000

Immigration fee

30,000

42000

5,35,166

7,49,232.4

TOTAL

* Fee structure may change at the discretion of the university and the fee can be paid
semester wise.
* Hostel and Food expenses are approximately Rs.1,00,000 per annum.
Medicine Program is estimated at Rs 13 - 15 Lakhs.

The Total cost of

Cagayan students testimonial:
Tuguegarao City is a small town will all facilities and population is also very less.This gives a very
calm atmosphere well suited for higher education. The university is equipped with the best
infrastructure and faculties are also very renowned and helpful.
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